TECH I Tested

CubeHPAF100rPmnp £36.99

LezyneSteelDigital Drive £64.99

The least expensive pump
on test, the HPA Floor
Pump comes in well
below our preferred price
range for this test of £50£90. However, as we'd only heard good
things about bike manufacturer Cube's
range-topping track pump, we felt
somewhat duty-bound to test it.
There's nothing flash about the
aluminium-bodied HPA but it is easy to
use and feels sturdy. It uses the same
connector as used on many lower-end
pumps and while a little plasticky, it
works easily, even on short valves, while
its large steel base with grippy rubber
cover makes it stable and secure in use.
Not the most accurate, but still a worthy
addition to any leisure cyclist's shed.

The only pump on test with a digital
gauge that can switch betwee n
PSI and Bar, Lezyne 's Steel
Digital Drive promises
accuracy to within three
cent. Yet it's even better than
that - our control test found it accurate
to 0.1 per cent l It's also very small,
making it ideal for racers and sportivistes
running out of space in the family car. But
there are a couple of downsides.
Dropping the pressure via the relief valve
gives a false low reading so you need to
reinflate and recheck. It's also very easy
to press it while unscrewing the
connector, which in turn has a tendency
to unscrew valves with removable cores .
If accuracy is your priority then it's a
winner. Otherwise there are better, less
fiddly pumps out there.

Contact: www.cube.eu/uk

Contact: www.upgradebikes.co.uk
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Axiom Kompressair G200A £65.00

BirmlanZacooMahooD£69.99

The first thing that struck us
about the G200A was the
lock-on mountain bike
grips. The
second was
that this pump isn't all
style over substance.
The solid steel base is totally protected
by a large rubber sleeve so the pump
remains stqble throughout even the
most enthusiastic use. The pump
action itself is super-smooth and the
top-mounted gauge is very easy to
read with clear numbers and
increments as well as a marker bevel.
The twin colour-anodised nozzles
make identifying Presta or Schrader a
doddle while connection is quick and
easy with decent sealing and very little
leakage on removal.

Another real looker, the Birz~m
~a~n~'s~~~~~r===~
polished aluminium design
will appeal to the tool geek.
The Snap-It connector is
fast and easy once you get the hang of it,
clicking on and off Presta valves quickly
with zero leakage, together with a handy
air bleed button for dropping the pressure
quickly and accurately [but it's not
compatible with tubes that have a
removable corel. Accuracy is superb, and
is right up there with the digital Lezyne.
However, the low-slung gauge with its
green on black type isn't the easiest to
read and the hose is a little on the short
side. The metal handle is comfortable but
you 'll need gloves - it's freezing in
winter l It's up there with the best but lost
a point for being wobbly after losing a
stick-on rubber grip from its base.

Contact: www.paligap.cc

Contact: www.i-ride.co.uk
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